
IMPACT DOT-MATRIX PRINTER

Pro5

Proficient in Commercial POS Receipt Printers



Safety Notice:

Applications:

* Don't touch the printer head with anything.

* Don't touch the cutter blade.

* Don't bend the power cord excessively or place any heavy objects onto it.

* Don't use the printer when it is out of order. This can cause a fire or and electrocution.

* When connecting or disconnecting the plug, always hold the plug but not the cord.

* Keep the desiccant out of children's reach.

* Use only approved accessories and do not try to disassemble, repair or remodel it by yourself.

* Install the printer on the stable surface. Choose firm, level surface where avoid vibration.

* Don't let water or other foreign objects into the printer.

* Don't connect a telephone line into the peripheral drive connector.

* We recommend that you unplug the printer from the power outlet if no use it for a long period .

* POS system Receipts

* EFT POS system Receipts

* Gym, post, hospital, civil aviation system Receipts

* Inquiry, Service system Receipts

* Instrument test Receipts

* Tax, Tab Receipts

Unpacking

After unpacking the unit, check that all the necessary accessories are included in the package.

User's Manual                                                  1 PCS

Printer                                                          1 PCS

Data Cable                                                      1 PCS

Power Adapter (include power cord)                              1 SET
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·      Adopting 400 dot/line high resolution, make the working accuracy improved                  

·      Two-color printing in red and black, importmant information can be printed in different color

·      Different dot density bitmap can be printed and downloaded

·      Print Head is using Dentiform Belt driving mode, driving mechanism and key components

 have adopted dustproof processing, greatly increasing the printer service life.

·      Black mark in 6 different location can be detected, enhancing the scope of applications.  

·      Compatible with standard OPOS/ESC command.  

·       A long lifetime auto cutter is optional, with never paper jams performance, allowing your 

pro5 to print up to two million lines.

·       A wide range of interfaces allow you easy connectivity: Serial, Parallel, USB, Ethernet,

 Bluetooth.

·      Various international language printing supported   

The main features

High speed printingStreamlined structure design Support for authentication

A computer connected to print more Senior OPOS driver Support for multiple international 

        language character
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385dots/line、400dots/line

Cash Drawer

Work Temperature 5~50℃ Dampness: 10~80%

Storage temperature -10~50℃, Dampness: 10~90%

Pro5Number

Technical parameters

9pin impact dot matrix printingPrint method

Character Size ANK Font Font A: 9×9dots Font B: 7×9dots 

Simplified/Traditional Chinese Character: 16×16dots

Serial/USB/Parallel/EthernetInterface

The print command

Printing density

Print speed

Paper width

Reliability

Copy ability

The paper thickness

Adaptor input voltage

Adapter voltage output

Adaptor input voltage

76±0.5mm

5line/sec

Compatible with the ESC/POS command

Line 15 million

1 plain paper or 2 to 3 coupon from the copy paper

0.05 ~ 0.08 mm (total thickness of 0.2 mm or less)
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Power adapter

Power line

Printer Connection

a.  Plug the DC cord connector into the printer's power connector.

b.  Plug the data cable connector into the printer's interface connector.

c. Plug the drawer cable into the drawer kick-out connector on the back of the printer 

      next to the interface connector.

Paper Roll Installation

a.  Turn on the printer and open the top cover.

b.  Install the paper roll according to the chart below.

c.  Place the paper into the paper path, and printer will automatically feed the paper.

d.  Open the cutter, separate plies of paper. Insert the upper copies through the upper cutter slot, and 

    the lower copies under the cutter.

e.  Insert the lower copies into the paper receiver gap, and rotate the receiver pole a round to lock the 

    paper. Then close the cutter and place the ribbon cartridge followed by the arrow. 
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Set the print mode (DIP switch)

Through the DIP switch Settings can change the black label, cutting knife, point/line, 

one-way printing, default language and string of BPS mode setting.
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Driver installation

b.  The clause to read, accept and continue with the installation.

a.  Insert the driver CD, in the menu click GP76DRVCN V8. Exe to start the installation. 

     (if no CD to jia bo's official website www.gainscha.com, please download).
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c. Choose to fit your computer operating system, click next.

d. Choose Pro5 series installed modules.



f.   After the installation is complete, the control panel - printers and faxes, right-click the 

     printer - properties, depending on the type of printer interface, select the corresponding 

     interface.

e.  Select the corresponding printer port.
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Warning: This manual content without consent shall not be arbitrarily changed, our company

                  keep changes in technology, spare parts, software and hardware products. User if

                  you need any further information related to the product, can contact the dealers. 

                  Without permission, any section of this manual shall not, in any form by any means

                  to copy or transfer.
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